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Greisch R&D Department
Greisch is based in Liège, and was founded in 1960 by the engineer and architect René Greisch. With
its architects company, Greisch gathers nearly two hundreds collaborators. The team is always open to
collaborative ventures, and carries out complex assignments in the most varied ﬁelds. One of its assets
is that at a very early stage, it established a working relationship with the University of Liège. The resulting
cooperation has enabled links to be established between the university and businesses, and to make
use of advanced researches to develop applications with construction companies. Within Greisch , several engineers are on the teaching staff of the Applied Science faculty, and themselves train engineers,
and guide their research. Furthermore, Greisch ’s team includes a number of young engineers who are
carrying out research into new ﬁelds. This is how Greisch is able to stay at the forefront of developments
in computerisation and has a research unit which, under the name Greisch Ingénierie, develops software
for the various assignments for which it is commissioned. Knowledge of the fabric of the ﬁrms and their
potential in various ﬁelds is another asset enabling Greisch to work on the design of many highly innovative works, taking advantage of the techniques available, endeavouring to improve them still further
or simplify their implementation, hence to reduce the cost of construction. The total integration of the
techniques and constraints of implementation as well as innovative theoretical research, is the key to all
the new approaches put forward by Greisch.
The beliefs of Greisch ’s founder about correctness of design in relation to efﬁciency, economy and functionality have been realised in a series of works which have established the reputation and the references
of Greisch . The interest of René Greisch in architecture just as much as in the dimensioning of buildings,
has instilled the Greisch team with a spirit of research and innovation which has made its reputation
among architects, and has led to many collaborative ventures with the most famous names. Greisch also
has architects on its own staff, in order to create an atmosphere where the engineers are constantly questioning and searching for new solutions, both formal and technical. The team spirit and the attitude of
quest, the determination to work through collaboration and synergy, constant innovation and dynamism,
invention combined with imagination have become the working methods and principles that underpin the
work of Greisch .
This research culture that has developed within Greisch and the presence of very sophisticated computer
equipment enables it to move into new ﬁelds, and devote the time necessary to discover original solutions
in the most varied ﬁelds: stadium roof, ultra-light canopy, telecommunications aerial, where the search
for the greatest structural economy guides our invention. The discretion of our work, the absence of a
demonstrative character, the economic use of resources, the search for a kind of self-evident simplicity of
structure form the basic principles of the attitude of Greisch when dealing with these projects, and also
form part of the team’s culture. The art of the engineer lies in eschewing the desire to demonstrate how
clever an invention is, so that a non-expert ﬁnds it almost obvious when it fulﬁls its function, and being
careful not to show off all the amazing feats of which it is capable.

FINELG
FINELG program is a nonlinear software based on ﬁnite elements method. Several calculations of a given
structure can be undertaken :
- its linear behaviour ;
- its eigenfrequencies and associated vibration modes taking into account or not the internal stresses ;
- its critical buckling loads and its associated instability modes taking into account or not the non-linearities ;
- its «effective» behaviour until (and after) collapse.
For the study of the actual behaviour of the structure, different non-linear effects can be considered :
- large displacements, instabilities (local buckling of shell, buckling, bending and torsional buckling, lateral torsional buckling of beams) ;
- elasto-plastic constitutive laws for steel ;
- nonlinear constitutive laws for concrete with cracking, creep and shrinkage ;
- residual stresses ;
- semi-rigid joints ;
- initial deformations.
FINELG has a very complete library of ﬁnite elements to analyse civil engineer structures : truss bars,
cables, plane beams, spatial beams, plates, shells, non-linear springs, non-linear supports, linear or nonlinear constraints.
Available elasto-plastic constitutive laws cover the engineer needs for steel, concrete or composite structure studies.
FINELG covers different domains of behaviour :
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- static ;
- dynamic by modal or nodal analysis ;
- spectral or step by step analysis for :
> seismic solicitations
> turbulent wind loading
Moreover FINELG allows :
- to undertake academic research in the domain of non-linear analysis ;
- to simulate laboratory tested structures to better analyse the results obtained ;
- to realise parametrical studies to deﬁne or to complete design rules ;
- to verify structures or part of complicated structures for which simple calculation methods do not exist.
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General studies - Millau Viaduct
An eight-span multi-cable-stayed viaduct of overall length 2,460 metres, in a site presenting severe geographical and climatic conditions: a steep-sided valley, and strong winds with high speeds and turbulence.
The superstructure is entirely of steel – an orthotropic deck (28 m wide and 4.20 m high) and 7 pylons (90
m high). Total weight of steel: 50,000 tonnes.
The bridge was built by launching the deck from the two sides of the valley, earning a triple world record –
launched in spans of 171 m, to a maximum height of 280 m (junction over the river Tarn) and with a total
weight 20,000 tonnes on the last launch. The highest temporary pier stood at 175 m.
Greisch introduced a steel variant and carried out all the working calculations for the deck-pylon-cable
structures for :
- the service life ;
- each construction stages ;
- under static and turbulent wind.

Deformed shape of deck during launching

Deformed shape simulation
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Deck on the runner wedge

For the lauching, translators were located
at the top of the piers.
These tools were able to move the deck
on a distance of 600 mm in about four
minutes.
Runner wedge

Veriﬁcation of the patch loading effect

Lifting wedge

Deck on the rigid frame of the translator

Simulation of the wedge deformations during a launching step

View of the translator
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Study of the local stresses distribution in the node deck / pylon / pier.

Model of one launching step

Vibration eigen modes

3D model of the connection deck / pylon / pier
Nonlinear simulations of the launching steps.
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General studies - Third Bosphorus bridge
Suspension bridge with a 1408 m long main span and a total length of 2 408 m, located at the north of
Istanbul near the Black Sea.
As the Brooklyn bridge, the main span is partially suspended at the towers by stiffening cables and at
the main cables with vertical hangers. The top of the towers, composed of 2 concrete shafts, are 320 m
above sea level. The deck is 5,50 m high and 58 m wide with 4 road lanes in each direction, 2 railways
tracks and 2 sidewalks.
In the central span, the steel deck is made up of an orthotropic plate (total steel weight : 45 000 tons). The
side spans are made up of post-tensionned concrete.
The preliminary design is the result of a competition won by Michel Virlogeux (France) and Jean-François
Klein (Switzerland). The ﬁnal design is made by T-Ingénierie (Switzerland) and Greisch (Belgium) on
behalf of the joint venture Içtas and Astaldi S.P.a.

Wind tunnel tests
Greisch mission :
- the global calculations of the structure during
its service life ;
- proposals for construction methods ;
- the design of the steel deck in the main span ;
- the dynamic studies necessary to verify the
behaviour of the global structure :

- under the wind (during the service life and the
construction stages - veriﬁcations made with
numerical simulations and by tests in wind tunnel laboratory),
- under the earthquake and/or the passages of
trains.

0,17 Hz

Beam model and vibration eigen modes

0,29 Hz
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Models of the deck

Some steps of the main span construction

Accelerogram for seismic simulation

Deformed shapes during earthqake
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Dynamic behaviour - HST Viaducts
Lots of high speed train viaducts are made up of steel or composite (steel and concrete) structure. The
high density of such railways in France gave us the opportunity to collaborate with several contractors in
the construction of them.
The ﬁrst mission, in 1992, lead us to fulﬁll the detailed design of the longest French viaduct (Saint-Omer
- La Haute Colme). It is a dual girder bridge from which we learned the technical railway bridges speciﬁcations, which include the dynamic and fatigue speciﬁc behaviours.
Later in the 90’s, we were called by the SNCF, through the contractors, to make the detailed design of
the four most prestigious steel bridges along the new high speed line between Lyon and Marseille : Arc,
Donzère (Garde-Adhémar), Mornas and Mondragon.
The viaduct over the river Sado in Portugal, has a quite different history, as we collaborate with a Portuguese engineering ofﬁce for the full design of the multiple arch bridges, up to the detail design.

Vibration eigen mode

La Haute-Colme (Saint-Omer - France)

Sado Viaduct (Portugal)

Arc Viaduct - 2,89 Hz
Vibration eigen mode

Global FE model of Arc Viaduct
(Aix en Provence - France)
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HST Viaducts - fatigue

FE model of Mornas Viaduct

Accelaration versus train speed

Test and models
of hanger sockets

Hanger
Collapse

Gap
Axel
stainless
Ring
stainless

Chape
cast steel

Plastiﬁcation
schema

Contour lines of stresses

Stresses distribution inside a frame connection

Pulvermühlen viaduct (Luxembourg)

Fatigue analysis of one node
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Bridge - Instability

Instability mode
Eau-Rouge Viaduct (belgium)
Milsaucy bridge (Belgium)

Instability modes

Hermalle Bridge (Belgium)
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0,63 Hz

Vibration eigen modes

European bridge (Coimbra - Portugal)

Ravine-Fontaine bridge (Island Reunion - France)

Vibration eigen modes

Analysis of the behaviour during the construction : cantilever method / composite deck

(with creep, shrinkage, cracking of concrete)
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Patch loading studies

Vibration eigen modes

Arch bridge (Chooz - France)

Instabilty mode

Plastiﬁcation schema

Measurements on work site

Stresses distribution
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Instability mode

Schengen Viaduct (Luxembourg)

Sado viaduct (Portugal)

Interaction criteria :
bending moment / vertical reaction

Vertical reactions versus web lateral
displacement

Plastiﬁcation schema
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Fluvial and maritime structures

Blankenberge Pier (Belgium)
Blankenberge Pier, a unique example on the North Sea, has undergone major renovation/refurbishment
to provide new facilities.
The extremely complex works, including underpinning of part of the existing building and the creation of
new spaces in the tidal zone with the problem of resisting to the effect of tides.

Test in a hydraulic lab
Global model

Gate of the Lanaye lock

Piles wall model

Stresses distribution in the transversal
beams : without / with reinforcement
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Footbridge - dynamics

Expertise

Global model

Hoge Brug - Maastricht (Nederland)
Simulation of the collapse

Collapse of the Terminal 2E (Roissy - France)

Dynamic tests

Tuned mass damper (TMD)

Bridge response with TMD
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Large roofs

Guillemins railway station (Liège - Belgium)
Canopies models

Louis Vuitton Foundation (Paris - France)

Stresses distribution in the connection between
the arch, longitudinal beam and the support beam
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Buckling of one cover plate

Global model
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Instability mode of the mega-truss

Plastiﬁcation schema in the cover plate
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Lille stadium (France)

X

Member Connections with single axel
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Deformed shape

Plastiﬁcation schema at collapse

King Baudouin stadium (Bruxelles - Belgium)

Knokke Hospital (Belgium)

3D model of the main slab
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Steel receiver models

Concrete tower eigen mode

Paradis tower (Liège - Belgium)
120 m

Central core models

Abidjan (Ivory Coast)
280 m

Solar power plant (Atacama - Chile)
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Wind engineering

Bosphorus Bridge (Turkey)
Wind tunnel tests

TURBULENT WIND with FINELG (FEM software)
Structure behaviour under wind loading :
+ wind characteristics
(turbulence intensities, turbulence scales, coherence factors, ...)
+ aerodynamic coefﬁcients
+ numerical simulations
= wind responses
mean + background + resonant

Polimi
Millau Viaduct (France)
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Guillemins Station (Liège - Belgium)
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Frequency

Lille Arena (France)
Wind tunnel tests and numerical simulations

RWTH

Vibrations modes

CSTB
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Pylons

Special structures

Erection modelisation of a circus tent
Arsenic company (Liège - Belgium)

Simulation of transmission tower collapse

Transmission tower : instability mode and plastiﬁcation schema at collapse

Vibration mode of one
telecommunication tower

Water Tower (Ghlin - Belgium)
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Restoration
collaborative ventures, and carries out complex assignments in the most varied ﬁelds. One of its assets

carrying out research into new ﬁelds. This is how Greisch is able to stay at the forefront of developments
for the various assignments for which it is commissioned. Knowledge of the fabric of the ﬁrms and their
potential in various ﬁelds is another asset enabling Greisch to work on the design of many highly inno-

Tournai Cathedral (Belgium)

The beliefs of Greisch ’s founder about correctness of design in relation to efﬁciency, economy and funcExterior view and interior ambiances of the Greisch ofﬁce

Aulne Abbey (Belgium)

equipment enables it to move into new ﬁelds, and devote the time necessary to discover original solutions
in the most varied ﬁelds: stadium roof, ultra-light canopy, telecommunications aerial, where the search

clever an invention is, so that a non-expert ﬁnds it almost obvious when it fulﬁls its function, and being
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